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**Lake McDonald Valley**

**Apgar Visitor Center parking lot**
2 hours leave early, if desired. Dependent on weather and

**Join an astronomer-in-the-park and peer into the Glacier's Night Sky Astronomy**
Lake McDonald Lodge Auditorium portraits woven together through song and story.

to tribal stories, animal legends, and character stylings of storysmith Jack Gladstone. Listen

45 minutes

**Gain a new perspective as members of the Salish, Lake McDonald Lodge Auditorium**
Lake McDonald Valley lectures and traditions. All park visitors welcome. Limited

parking space available.

**Boat Tours**
Lake McDonald Boat Tour Cruise scenic Lake McDonald and enjoy a sampling of Glacier's stories aboard the historic DeSmet. Arrive 30 minutes prior to departure.
Fee: $18.25 adults, $8.25 children ages 4-12; free for ages 3 and younger. Reservations are highly recommended. For reservations, call 406-257-2426 or visit www.glacierparkboats.com.

1 hour Lake McDonald Lodge Boat Dock

---

**Walks and Hikes**

**Avalanche Lake Hike**
Journey through a majestic old-growth forest to scenic Avalanche Lake and uncover the intricacies of this unique environment.

3½ hours, moderate 5-mile (8 km) hike

Avalanche Lake parking area

**Creekside Stroll**
Enjoy a casual stroll through diverse habitats along beautiful lower McDonald Creek.

2½ hours, easy 3-mile (5.2 km) walk

**Appar Visitor Center Flagpole**

From Seeds to Cedars Walk
Discover wildflowers, trees, and other plant life living in Glacier's dynamic landscape.

2 hours, easy 2-mile (3.2 km) walk

**McDonald Creek Bridge on Camas Road**
(0.25 miles west of the Apgar Village turnoff)

**Johns Lake Loop Hike**
Explore striking cedar-hemlock forests, quiet lakes, and stunning cascades on this leisurely hike.

2 hours, easy 2-mile (3.2 km) hike

**Johns Lake Trailhead**
(1.5 miles north of the Lake McDonald Lodge)

**Trees along the Trail Walk**
Meander along an easy trail to discover the trees in the park and the stories they tell.

1 hour, easy 1-mile (1.6 km) walk

**Appar Visitor Center Flagpole**

**Ranger's Choice Talk**

**Nurturing Native Plants Walking Tour**
Reveal the wiggling, teeming life found in the park's Native Plant Nursery and used in re-vegetation projects throughout the park.

1½ hours, easy 0.25-mile (0.4 km) walking tour

**Park Headquarters flagpole**

**A Walk through Time**
Enjoy a historical walking tour and unravel the unique history of the Lake McDonald Lodge and surrounding area.

1 hour, easy 0.25-mile (0.4 km) walking tour

**Lake McDonald Lodge lakeside entrance**

---

**Lake McDonald Valley Evening Programs**

**Appar Campground Evening Talk**
Explore Glacier's natural and cultural history along the shore of Lake McDonald. Check bulletin boards for specific topics. All park visitors welcome. Limited parking space available.
45 minutes

**Appar Campground Amphitheater**

**Fish Creek Campground Evening Program**
Sit back, relax, and uncover the diversity of Glacier National Park. Check bulletin boards for specific topics. All park visitors welcome. Limited parking space available.
45 minutes

**Fish Creek Campground Amphitheater**

**Lake McDonald Lodge Evening Program**
Spend an evening discovering the many wonders of Glacier National Park. Check bulletin boards for specific topics. All park visitors welcome.
45 minutes

**Lake McDonald Lodge Auditorium**

**Native American Speaks Evening Talk**
Gain a new perspective as members of the Salish, Kootenai, and Kalispel tribes share their histories and traditions. All park visitors welcome. Limited parking space available.
45 minutes

**Appar Campground Amphitheater**

**Triple Divide: Heritage and Legacy**
Explore Native American heritage with the artistic stylings of storysmith Jack Gladstone. Listen to tribal stories, animal legends, and character portraits woven together through song and story.
45 minutes

**Lake McDonald Lodge Auditorium**

**Astronomy Program**
Glacier's Night Sky Astronomy
Join an astronomer-in-the-park and peer into the mysteries of the night sky. Telescope viewing is available. Binoculars encouraged. Attendees may leave early if desired. Dependent on weather and sky conditions.
2 hours
Appar Visitor Center parking lot

---

**Children's Programs**
Children's programs are designed specifically for families and children. Children must be accompanied by an adult while in attendance.

**Creatures in the Creek**
Revel the wiggling, teeming life found in the park's watery world. Ages 8 and older. Reservations required.
1½ hours
Make reservations, in person, up to three days in advance at the Appar Visitor Center.

**Junior Ranger Discovery Talk**
Discuss what makes Glacier National Park unique during this hands-on, interactive talk. All ages.
20-30 minutes
Appar Nature Center talk area
(Pathway east of the campsite in Apgar Village)

**Wildlife Encounters Talk**
Bear? Mountain lion? Learn how to enjoy the park safely. Includes a bear spray demonstration.
15-20 minutes
Appar Visitor Center Plaza

---

**Drop-in Programs**
Park rangers will be available during the times listed. “Drop-in” and see what we are up to. Stay for a minute or stay for an hour.

**Appar Nature Center Experience**
Touch a grizzly bear’s claw, feel a wolf’s coat, or discover other park treasures. Rangers and volunteers will teach the whole family about what makes Glacier special. Family friendly.
Anytime between 10 am and 4 pm
Appar Nature Center
(2 miles east of the campsite in Apgar Village)
**St. Mary Valley**

- **9:00 am** Piegan Pass Hike
- **10:00 am** Boat Tour & Hike to St. Mary Falls
- **10:30 am** Stroll to Baring Falls
- **2:00 pm** Boat Tour & Hike to St. Mary Falls
- **6:45 pm** Junior Ranger Evening Talk
- **7:00 pm** Blackfeet Singers and Dancers
- **7:30 pm** Native America Speaks
- **7:30 pm** Rising Sun Campground Evening Talk
- **7:30 pm** St. Mary Campground Amphitheater, Loop C

**Boat Tours and Hikes**

- **Half the Park Happens After Dark**

**Talks and Programs**

- **Native America Speaks**
- **Talks and Evening Programs**
- **Demonstrations**

**Astronomy Program**

- **Join the Blackfeet Singers and Dancers**
- **Join a ranger for an engaging look at the natural and cultural history of the park**

**Fee:** Adults $27.50; Children ages 4-12 $13.75; Children 12 and under free.

**St. Mary Visitor Center Parking lot**

**Reservations are highly recommended. Limited same day tickets are available on a walk-up basis.**

**Boat Tour & Hike to St. Mary Falls**

Cruise St. Mary Lake, and be inspired by the glacier forces that sculpted the landscape. Revel amongst towering peaks while learning about Glacier’s ever-changing landscape. Hikers will return on the same trail back to Siyeh Bend. 6½ hours, strenuous 9-mile (14.5 km) hike

**Siyeh Bend Trailhead**

**Stroll to Baring Falls**

Experience breathtaking views from Sun Point and take in the views of Two Medicine Valley. A 2½-mile (4 km) hike

**Two Medicine Amphitheater (Loop B, site 40)**

**Boat Tour & Hike to No Name Lake**

For a rewarding hike to No Name Lake. Expect many surprises as you climb steeply at first, then gently to this blue-green lake nestled at the base of Pumpelly Wall. Lush, flower-filled meadows, geese, moose, and pikas are all possible along with outstanding views. The pastoral setting for lunch on the lake will contrast with our boulder field experience afterward. Return on the North Shore Trail with the ranger or return by boat. 5½ miles, moderate 7.4 miles (11.9 km) hike

**Two Medicine Campstore**

**Two Medicine Amphitheater, Loop C**

**Boat Tour & Hike to Upper Two Medicine Lake**

Cruise scenic Two Medicine Lake and join a ranger for a gentle hike to Upper Two Medicine Lake. Pause at Twin Falls and traverse flower-filled meadows on your way to the lake. 6 hours (includes wait time for return boat), easy, 4.4 miles (7 km) hike

**Two Medicine Boat Dock**

**Children’s Programs**

- **Children’s programs are designed specifically for families and children. Children must be accompanied by an adult while in attendance.**
- **Join an astronomer-in-the-park for a tour of the heavens and learn why protecting dark skies is so important to all life on our planet. This program is offered only on nights with clear skies. To ensure best night sky viewing, please arrive before viewing time. Bring a coat and chair. Viewing from dark until 12:30 am at St. Mary Visitor Center parking lot**

**At Dark**

- **Half the Park Happens After Dark**

**Reserve online at www.glacierparkboats.com or by calling 406-257-2426.**

**20-30 minutes**

**St. Mary Campground Amphitheater, Loop C**

**Boat Tour & Hike to Dawson Pass**

A 2½-mile (4 km) hike

**Cobalt Lake Hike**

Flower-filled meadows bursting with color, waterfalls washing away your cares, and towering gentler, flower-filled meadows along with outstanding views. The pastoral setting for lunch on the lake will contrast with our boulder field experience afterward. Return on the North Shore Trail with the ranger or return by boat. 5½ miles, moderate 7.4 miles (11.9 km) hike

**Two Medicine Campstore**

**Boat Tour & Hike to No Name Lake**

Cruise St. Mary Lake, and be inspired by the glacier forces that sculpted the landscape. Revel amongst towering peaks while learning about Glacier’s ever-changing landscape. Hikers will return on the same trail back to Siyeh Bend. 6½ hours, strenuous 9-mile (14.5 km) hike

**Siyeh Bend Trailhead**

**Stroll to Baring Falls**

Experience breathtaking views from Sun Point and take in the views of Two Medicine Valley. A 2½-mile (4 km) hike

**Cobalt Lake Hike**

Flower-filled meadows bursting with color, waterfalls washing away your cares, and towering gentle, flower-filled meadows along with outstanding views. The pastoral setting for lunch on the lake will contrast with our boulder field experience afterward. Return on the North Shore Trail with the ranger or return by boat. 5½ miles, moderate 7.4 miles (11.9 km) hike

**Two Medicine Campstore**

**Boat Tour & Hike to Dawson Pass**

Start your adventure with a relaxing boat trip and end it with a breathtaking hike. If you’re ready to take exploration to new heights, then this program is for you. Be prepared to get your heart pumping as you climb 2,500 feet across crayzy, wind-swept slopes. Experience spectacular alpine country reserved for the hearty few.

**Boat Tour Reservations must be made at least 24 hours in advance. Limited same day tickets are available on a walk-up basis.**

**Fees:** Adults $12.75; Children ages 6-12 and under are free. Reservations can be made online at www.glacierparkboats.com or by calling 406-257-2426. **Arrive 20 minutes prior to departure at the Rising Sun Boat Dock.**

**Rising Sun Campground Amphitheater**

**Relax and enjoy a national park tradition by joining a ranger for an engaging look at the natural and cultural history of the park. Check bulletin boards for specific topics. Non-campers welcome. Limited parking space available.**

**45 minutes**

**St. Mary Campground Amphitheater, Loop C**

**Boat Tour & Hike to No Name Lake**

For a rewarding hike to No Name Lake. Expect many surprises as you climb steeply at first, then gently to this blue-green lake nestled at the base of Pumpelly Wall. Lush, flower-filled meadows, geese, moose, and pikas are all possible along with outstanding views. The pastoral setting for lunch on the lake will contrast with our boulder field experience afterward. Return on the North Shore Trail with the ranger or return by boat. 5½ miles, moderate 7.4 miles (11.9 km) hike

**Two Medicine Campstore**

**Boat Tour & Hike to Upper Two Medicine Lake**

Cruise scenic Two Medicine Lake and join a ranger for a gentle hike to Upper Two Medicine Lake. Pause at Twin Falls and traverse flower-filled meadows on your way to the lake. 6 hours (includes wait time for return boat), easy, 4.4 miles (7 km) hike

**Two Medicine Boat Dock**

**Boat Tour & Hike to No Name Lake**

Cruise Two Medicine Lake and then join a ranger for a rewarding hike to No Name Lake. Expect many surprises as we climb steeply at first, then gently to this blue-green lake nestled at the base of Pumpelly Wall. Lush, flower-filled meadows, geese, moose, and pikas are all possible along with outstanding views. The pastoral setting for lunch on the lake will contrast with our boulder field experience afterward. Return on the North Shore Trail with the ranger or return by boat. 5½ miles, moderate 7.4 miles (11.9 km) hike

**Two Medicine Campstore**

**Boat Tour & Hike to Dawson Pass**

Start your adventure with a relaxing boat trip and end it with a breathtaking hike. If you’re ready to take exploration to new heights, then this program is for you. Be prepared to get your heart pounding as you climb 2,500 feet across crayzy, wind-swept slopes. Experience spectacular alpine country reserved for the hearty few.

**Boat Tour Reservations must be made at least 24 hours in advance. Limited same day tickets are available on a walk-up basis.**

**Fees:** Adults $12.75; Children ages 6-12 and under are free. Reservations can be made online at www.glacierparkboats.com or by calling 406-257-2426. **Arrive 20 minutes prior to departure at the Two Medicine Boat Dock.**

**Two Medicine Campstore**

**Boat Tour & Hike to Dawson Pass**

Start your adventure with a relaxing boat trip and end it with a breathtaking hike. If you’re ready to take exploration to new heights, then this program is for you. Be prepared to get your heart pounding as you climb 2,500 feet across crayzy, wind-swept slopes. Experience spectacular alpine country reserved for the hearty few.

**Boat Tour Reservations must be made at least 24 hours in advance. Limited same day tickets are available on a walk-up basis.**

**Fees:** Adults $12.75; Children ages 6-12 and under are free. Reservations can be made online at www.glacierparkboats.com or by calling 406-257-2426. **Arrive 20 minutes prior to departure at the Two Medicine Boat Dock.**
Historic Hotel Walking Tour
Why is there a Swiss-style hotel decorated with Japanese light fixtures in the middle of an American National Park? Join us to learn about the history, traditions, and restoration of the Many Glacier Hotel.
1 hour, some walking with stairs
Many Glacier Hotel Lobby

Walks and Hikes

Iceberg Lake Hike
Discover the treasures of Glacier’s interior on this vista-filled hike to a unique cirque where icebergs linger in the lake much of the summer.
6–7 hours, moderate 10–16 mile (12.9–26 km) hike
Swiftcurrent Motor Inn Parking lot

Many Glacier Campground Evening Talk
Native America Speaks
Gain a new perspective as members of the Blackfeet tribe share their history and traditions. Non-campers welcome.
45 minutes
Many Glacier Campground Amphitheater

Many Glacier Hotel Evening Program
Spend an evening discovering the many wonders of Glacier National Park in this slide-illustrated ranger presentation. Check bulletin boards for specific topics. All park visitors welcome.
45 minutes
Many Glacier Hotel Lucerne Room

Where Have All the Glaciers Gone?
Are you here specifically to visit Glacier National Park before the glaciers are gone? Join a ranger to learn about the advance and retreat of our namesake ice over the years.
45 minutes
Many Glacier Hotel Lobby

Many Glacier Boat Tour and Hike
Grinnell Glacier Boat Tour and Hike
View spectacular scenery, including three of the park’s receding glaciers on this iconic hike.
8½ hours, strenuous 8–mile (12.9 km) hike
Many Glacier Hotel Boat Dock

Spotting Scope Programs
Scape It Out
Use our spotting scopes to scan the slopes for wildlife as a park ranger answers your questions about Glacier animals.
Anytime between 6:00 pm and 7:00 pm
Swiftcurrent Motor Inn parking lot

Highline Trail Hike
Experience the beauty of the high country on an all-day hike along the Garden Wall. Hike the 7.9-mile trail to Granite Park Chalet followed by a steep 2,200-foot descent over the last four miles ending at The Loop. Due to limited parking space, use of the free park shuttle is highly recommended. Not recommended for young children.
7–8 hours, strenuous 11.6 mile (18.6 km) hike
Continental Divide sign at Logan Pass

Guided Hikes

Highline Trail Hike
Alpine Rendezvous
Explore the beauty, diversity, and hardships found in the alpine environment.
Anytime 10 am to 11 am, or 1 pm to 2 pm
0.25 mile up the Hidden Lake Trail

Goodbye to the Glaciers
Learn about our disappearing glaciers and the impact their loss will have on the park and beyond. In case of inclement weather, the program will move inside the visitor center.
Anytime between 2 pm and 3 pm
Back doors of the Logan Pass Visitor Center

A Path Less Traveled
Discover the intricacies found along the park’s world-class trail in this majestic landscape.
Anytime between 9:30 am and 10:30 am
Near the Highline Trailhead

Boat Tours and Hikes

Advance reservations recommended. Limited same day tickets are available on a walk-up basis. Hike dependent on trail conditions. Fee: Adults $27.50; Children age 4–12 $13.75; Children ages 3 and under are free. Reservations can be made online at www.glacierparkboats.com or by calling 406-257-2426.

Goodbye to the Glaciers

Spend an evening discovering the many wonders of Glacier National Park before the glaciers are gone? Join a ranger to learn about the advance and retreat of our namesake ice over the years.
1 hour
Many Glacier Hotel Picnic Area

Talking and Evening Programs

Many Glacier Campground Evening Talk
Relax and enjoy a national park tradition by joining a ranger for an engaging look at the natural and cultural history of the park. Check bulletin boards for specific topics. Non-campers welcome.
45 minutes
Many Glacier Campground Amphitheater

Many Glacier Hotel Evening Program
Explore Native American heritage with the artistic stylings of storysmith Jack Gladstone. Listen to tribal stories, animal legends, and character portraits woven together through song and story.
1 hour
Many Glacier Hotel Lucerne Room

Many Glacier Hotel Evening Program
Goodbye to the Glaciers
Explore the beauty, diversity, and hardships found in the alpine environment.
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Learn about our disappearing glaciers and the impact their loss will have on the park and beyond. In case of inclement weather, the program will move inside the visitor center.

Drop-In Programs “Drop-in” and see what we are up to.
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Alpine Rendezvous
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